30-Day Azure Synapse Pilot
Implementation
With the accelerating volume and importance of data in today’s digital economy, enterprises
are investing in modern technologies to deliver new intelligent insights. However, not all
technologies are built the same. Azure Synapse delivers cutting edge unified analytics, on the
cloud, offering real-time, integrated intelligent insights across your organization.

Step 1

Start Your Azure Synapse Journey With a No Cost Microsoft + Adastra
Offer
Discovery Workshop
½ Day

Adastra will identify how Azure Synapse can advance your enterprise data
and analytics to reach your enterprise goals.

Step 2

Adastra Pilot Solution
30 Days
Value: 30 K

Adastra will work with you to identify a quick win use case, and will pilot
this solution in Azure Synapse.

Innovate with Microsoft Canada’s Leading Synapse Integrator
Adastra is collaborating with Microsoft to guide development of the Azure Synapse platform,
through product team engagement and early adopter enablement. Adastra Azure Synapse solutions
have already proven differentiating value across multiple industries. Through 50+ Azure Modern Data
Warehouse implementations and 10+ Azure Synapse implementations, we have developed a set of
best practices and accelerators to deliver trusted results faster. As the Synapse platform continues
to prove it’s industry leading position in speed, scale, integration, and efficiency,
Adastra continues
adastracorp.com
to prove why we are Microsoft Canada’s top Synapse integrator.
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Step 1 - Discovery
Workshop
Adastra will lead an analytics
discovery workshop with your
organization, to determine how
Azure Synapse can bring new
insights at scale. The discovery
workshop will vision the capabilities
of the Synapse platform, will vision
how similar organizations are taking
advantage of Synapse, will
determine your organization’s
analytics maturity, and will
determine the right benefits and use
cases that will realize value from
Synapse.

Step 2 – Adastra Pilot
Azure Synapse Solution
With your collaboration Adastra will
define the right use case for the pilot
solution. Adastra will implement
foundational Synapse services
aligned to your technical governance
standards, to host your pilot
solution.

Developing ETL Pipelines: Adastra
will ingest, land, model and curate
data, integrating relevant data aligned
to the pilot solution use case.
Analytics Development: Leveraging
the ingested data in Azure, we will
engineer data to deliver the analytical
goal for the pilot solution use case.
Training: Adastra will support full
knowledge transfer throughout the
process, to ensure client’s ability to
become self-reliant after the pilot
solution is deployed.
Post-Go-Live Management:
Through Adastra’s Cloud
Solution Provider and
Managed Service offerings,
Adastra provides various
service structures to ensure
the ongoing success of your
end-to-end analytic
environment.

Through a collaborative
implementation, Adastra will deliver
an enterprise Synapse environment
on Azure, ready to scale across your
organization

About Adastra
Since 2000, Adastra has been helping global
organizations accelerate innovation, improve
operational excellence, and create
unforgettable customer experiences, all with
the power of their data. By providing cuttingedge services and solutions, Adastra helps
enterprises leverage data that they can control
and trust, connecting them to their customers –
and their customers to the world.
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